Arrendale Mobile Smart Phone Dictation
(with Patient Search, Transcript Viewing, Edit and e-Signature)
Arrendale Mobile is the smart phone app of the TA clinical documentation platform. Mobile, for Apple and
Android, provides landline telephone dictation functionality plus much more: speech recognition compatibility, patient
searching, transcript viewing, transcript editing and e-signature, all from your mobile phone or tablet. Providers find
that Mobile is intuitive with familiar smart phone navigation, enhancing their productivity from any location. Utilizing
TA server software, and speech recognition integration, Mobile optionally returns draft notes to your smart phone,
tablet or Windows desktop in minutes for ultimate convenience and simplicity. Additional workflow options are to send
the encrypted voice files to a transcription/editing team. Providers no longer need to carry a digital recorder in addition
to their smart phone.

MOBILE FEATURES INCLUDE:

 Compatibility with Apple iPhones (models 5 and higher), iPads, Android phones and tablets
 Home screen display of daily patient list when patient metadata import is configured:
o From physician practice scheduling systems: today’s, previous and future patients
o From hospital HL7 EHR metadata import to display associated patients
o Provider selects patient from list and no longer needs to dictate or enter metadata
 When no import and for unscheduled patients, provider may simply dictate or keyboard metadata
 Dictation status indicator by patient name via radio button: Green=Complete, Orange=Incomplete
 A slide STAT button enables provider to prioritize a voice file for immediate handling
 Standard dictation functionality, similar to digital recorders:
o Record, play back, insert, overwrite, fast forward and rewind
 Clear indication that recording is in process by voice file ‘wave’ display on phone
 Mobile voice files are available for listening by authorized users via the central software system
 Providers may ‘Save as Incomplete’ when they need to stop dictation and finish narrative later
 History screen displays lists of all uploaded Mobile jobs, organized by day
 Higher quality audio results in improved accuracy of patient record and speech rec success

MOBILE FUNCTIONALITY and WORKFLOW INCLUDE:

 Dictating ‘Free Form’ notes when no associated metadata exists
 Searching for patients by MRN, PAN, Admit Date, Patient First Name or Patient Last Name or combinations of
these fields to narrow the search
 Transcript viewing, transcript editing and optional e-signature by dictator
 Returning a job to transcription QA department with a text field to specify desired edits
 Transcript creation or editing by:
o Arrendale MTSO transcription partners
o Your facility’s transcription staff or yourself
o Speech recognition, producing a draft note - easier than using Dragon
 Listening to recently dictated Mobile patient voice files
 Optional delivery of completed transcript into EHR via HL7

SECURITY WITH MOBILE








TA HIPAA audit logs include Mobile events: dictating, listening, editing, e-sign and viewing
All communication between Mobile and TA servers is encrypted over HTTPS
Voice files (not streamed audio) are delivered via WiFi or cellular data network, insuring security
All data (voice, text and metadata) is encrypted when resident on device and removed at logoff
The app forces logoff after inactivity period in the event provider forgets to logoff
Users are able to change their User ID via secure website in the event smart phone is lost
Mobile meets password policy standards in the United States and Europe

